
 Chu Ifei and the Ta-hsu^i: NeoK3Mifucian Reflecticn an the Ocaifucian canon by
 Daniel K. Gardner. Cambrictoe, Mass. and Lonckxi: Council on East Asian Studies,
 Harvard University, 1986 (Harvcird East Asian Mc«ographs, 118) • vii + 181 pp.
 Bibliography, glossary, index.

 Daniel K. Gardner's Chu Hsi and the Ta-hsudi is, to my knowledge, the first

 book in a Western language to be devoted to Chu Hsi's (1130-1200) work on a single

 text of the Oonfacian canon. The fact that the text is the Ta-hsudi ("Greater

 learning") is fitting, since this was the text Chu HSi claimed should be studied

 first by those engaged in the "learning of the Way" (Tao-hsu^i) • Chu's selection
 and publication (in 1190) of the Ta-hsu^i. Lun-vii. Mencx-tzu. and Chuna-vuncf as the

 "Four Books," cxMTstitutirig the introducticHi and core of the curriculum of hi^ier

 education, was one of the major landmarks of his redefinition of the Confucian

 traditicai. His reflection on the Ta-hsueh in particular was a key ••noient"

 (extending over perils fifty years) in the history of the traditicxi. Gardner

 takes this historical perspective, rather than limiting himself to Chu's

 interpretation of the Ta-hsu^i text. His monograçh makes an important ccxitrihuticxi

 to the caigoirig study of the Ch'eng/Chu branch of Sung learning and the evolution of
 its dominance over Chinese intellectual life.

 The book is a slightly revised versicxi of the author's dissertation (Harvard,

 1978). Its two major parts are a four-chapter study (74 pages) and an extensively

 annotated translati<xi of the Ta-hsu^i following Chu Hsi's reading (49 pages) •

 While the notes to the translation include many translated passages frcm Chu's

 ocnmentary, the Ta-hsueh chancr-chu (The Greater Learning in ch^ters and verses),

 as well as passages frcm other sources, the ccnroentary is not translated in full.

 All the scholarly apparatus of the dissertatioi has been retained in the notes

 (e.g. quotations and allusiœs identified and traced, extensive references to
 seccxidary literature in Chinese, Japanese, and Western languages), making this a

 useful research tool. In addition, there are helpful r^rodactions of the Chinese
 texts of the Ta-hsu^i chana-chù and the "Chi Ta-hsu^i hcu" (Postscript to the

 Greater Learning).

 Gardner's first two chapters set the historical otxrtext. In Chapter 1, "Fran

 the Five Classics to the Four Books," he traces the fluctuatiois in scholarly

 interest in the Five Classics (the 工，Shih. Shu. Li. and C3i/un-ch/iu) from the
 Former Han to the Southern Sung. The Sung witnessed a "renewed fervor" (p. 8) in
 approaches to the classics, as scholars rejected the layers of ocnmentaries that
 had accunulated since the Han (e.g. those enshrined in the Wu-ciiina chenq-i. or
 Orthodox Meanings of the Five Classics, edited by K'ung Ying-ta in the T'ang), and
 returned to the original texts for inspiraticai. Hiere was a sense, in the Sung, of
 a new historical situâtiai, a new era, that demanded fresh and more critical
 approaciies to the classics. The T'ang had collapsed, the northern tribes posed a
 serious military threat, and Buddhism had forever altered the intellectual scene
 by raising new kinds of questicxis about human nature, human kncwledge, and human

 values. Sung literati, re^xxiding to this new situation, were, in Gardner's words,
 "fiercely dedicated to the creation of a strmg, essentially CXsifucian order" (p.
 8) • While Gardner may overstate the fierceness and fervor of this roovesnent, the
 sense of missicxi and dedicaticsi to China's cultural heritage cannot be denied.

 Gardner's divisicxi of Sung ^proaches to the classics into three types and
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 five historical stages is illuminating, althoa^i the distinctiŒis between the

 stages are not all clearly drawn. The three ^proaches are (1) the critical

 (determining authenticity, authorship, etc. ), (2) the progranmatic (^plying

 ancient instituticHTs and values to the current situaticxi), and (3) the

 philosophical (anthropology, cosmology, ethics) • The five stages, as I read them,

 cxxild be reduced to three: Critical studies predonmated in the late T'ang. In the

 Northern Sung, all three approaches flourished, the philosophical making a sli^itly

 later ^pearance than the progranmatic. In the Southern Sung, the "mturaticMi and

 synthesis of classical studies in the Sung" (p. 13) is r^resented solely fcy Qiu

 Hsi. Chu took a critical approach to the Five Classics and a philosophical approacii

 to the Four Books. Thus between the Northern and Southern Sung the programmatic

 approach (r^resented chiefly by Wang An-shih) declined, the philosophical approach

 (primarily in the Ch'eng/Chu sciiool) flourished, and critical studies remained

 fairly ocaistant.

 In conjunction with this shift in cçproaches there was increasing interest in

 the Four Books. Gardner cites three reascais for this developnent. First was the

 Divalent Confucian reaction to Buddhism. Ihe de^jer metaphysical and

 questions raised by Buddhism, and its errphasis on self-kncwledge and

 of the inherently enlightened mind, attracted the Sung Confucians. But

 they were r^elled by vAiat they perceived as Buddhist neglect of familial and

 social relations. Ihey turned to the Four Books in part because these cmtained

 more reflecrticxi than the Five Classics on such tcpics as human nature, the source

 of morality, and humanity's relation to the cosmos. The Ta-hsueh. in particular,

 shewed hew self-kncwledge and self-cultivation can and must be coordinated with

 familial and social re^caisibilities.

 Secxxidly, the failure of the Northern Sung political reforms led by Wang

 An-shih and the growing military threat frcm the North contributed to a sense of

 futility cxmcerning the possibility of meaningful reform, and disillusionment with

 public, political activity in general. The focus of Ocaifucian moral activity
 (te-hsim) turned inward, frcm political and institutional reform to personal

 reform, or self-cultivaticai—cai v^iich topic the Four Books had much to contribute.

 claim that "self-cultivation is the basis" of the entire program of Œhe TaH

 Oonfucii  education and social reform clearly appealed to, and influenced, the Sung

 literati, v^io felt that "progress in the 'outer' realm of political and eœnonic

 affairs • • • amended oti prior progress in the 'inner' realm of self-cultivation"

 (p. 15) • This was the focus of Chu Ifei's interest in the Ta-hsueh. frcm v^iich he

 derived the outline of his educaticml program.

 Finally, Qiu Hsi was omcerned with the difficulty of mastering the entire
 Ocxifucian cancai, vAiich had grewn frcm five classics in the Han to twelve in the

 T'ang and thirteen in the Northern Sung (Mencius being the last to be added). Chu

 felt it was better to beccme intimately familiar with a few books than to dissipate

 one's effort on many. By singling out the Four Books and declaring them to be the

 core of Ocxifucian learning, Chu turned frcm five of the lmgest books in the canon

 to four of the shortest. Thus his pedagogical concerns paralleled his ethical

 concerns. (Gardner has written more on this in his HIAS [44.1] article.) i more c

 ► Class: The rubric "frcm the Five Classics to the Four Books" is generally useful,
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 tut not precisely accurate. As Gardner points out, the I-ciiina became, if
 anything, more inportant in Sung Ocaifucianism than it had heretofore been. Its

 iirportanoe for Ch'eng I is suggested by the fact that his ocnnientarY on the 1 was

 the only book he wrote. Chu Hsi, during the last 25 years of his life (a period in
 which he was writing and revising his ocoraentaries on the Four Books), wrote tvro

 books on the I and devoted an extraordinary amount of discussion to it. (Roughly

 11% of the Chu-tzu vii-lei. ocnpiled frcra records made during this period, is
 devoted to the I.) Ihus Gardner is ocnpelled frequently to speak of the Pour Books

 and the I-chlm collectively, weakening the force of such statements as "the Four

 Books gradually surpassed the Five Classics in inportanoe" (p. 15) •

 Chapter 2, "The Ta-hsu^i before Chu Hsi," is a short but useful sunnary of
 earlier interpretation and oannentaries, i.e. those of Han Yii, Li Ao, Ssu-ma KLiang
 and the Ch'eng brothers. Ssu-roa Kuang was the first to write connentaries on the

 Ta-hsue^i and Qiuna-vung as s^arate works, apart frcm the Li-chi. His
 ccxmentaries, unfortunately, have been lost. Most interesting is the fact that

 during the reign of Jen-tsung (1023-1064), the Enperor coif erred an successful
 chln-shih candidates scrolls of either the "Ta-lisueh,11 "Chung-yung, " or "Ju-hsing"

 chapters of the Li-chi. Ssu-ma Kuang received the chin-shlh in one of the years in
 viiich the '•Ta-hsueh" was ccxiferred. In his discussion of interpretations of the

 Ta-hsueh Gardner concentrates on the crucial phrase ko-wu. particularly as

 understood by Cheng Hsuan ("to attract things"), Ssu-ma Kuang ("to guard against
 things"), and Ch'eng I ("to arrive at or investigate things") • With Ch'eng's
 interpretaticai, v^iich was adcpted by Chu Hsi, )«>-wa became the central method of
 "prcbing principle" (ch^una-li) and one of the foundations of the Qi'eng/Qiu
 system of self-cultivation.

 In dhcç<ter 3, "Chu Hsi's work on the Ta-hsueh." Gartiner discusses three areas

 of Chu's interest in the text: (1) the revision and correction of the text, (2)

 the question of authorship, and (3) the philological and philosophical
 esqjlanaticxi of the text. Each of the Cli'eng brothers had rearranged the text of
 the Ta-hsueh in sli^itly different ways. Qiu Hsi follcwed Ch'eng I's arrangement,
 for the most part, making twa major contributions of his cwn. The first was to
 divide the text into a short, 205-ctoracter classic fchiiw), vAiicii he claimed to be
 the vrords of Confucius as transmitted by his disciple Tseng Tzu, and a ccranentary

 (^iuan) in ten chapters, vAiicii contained the ideas of Tseng Tzu as recorded by his
 disciples. Ihus neither part vas actually fran the brush of its routed author,
 reflecting Chu's acknowledged uncertainty abcwt these attriixitions.

 Oiu's seccxid major contribution was his "supplementary chapter" (ru-chuan) to
 the cxuroentary. He felt this was necessitated by the fact that in the received
 text (as amended by Ch'eng I and divided by Chu) the only cxnmentary on the crucial
 sentence chlh chih tsai ko-wu "the extensicxi of knowledge lies in the investigaticai

 of things" was the brief sentence, 'This is called the cxnpletiai of knowledge."
 CJiu, claiming that the original chapter must have been lost, took it \xpor\ himself
 to add to Tseng Tzu's cxitinentary a 134-character secticxi, based cxi "the ideas of
 Master Ch'eng [I]." Ihis simplement is virtually the locus classicus of the
 Ch'eng/Chu com&pt of enlimiteraient.

 Chu's stçpleanentary chapter (\Aiich, at least in modern editicxis,
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 to distinguish it fran Tseng Tzu's cxraiientary) has been cxaitroversial ever since

 its publicaticxi in 1190. Ch'ing scholars were e^ecially critical of the liberties

 Qiu took with the Ta-4isudi. arguing that he distorted all of the classics by

 projecting his own philosophical system onto them. Gardner, hcwever, cogently

 argues that this view is rather over siitplified. To be sure, Chu brcu^it Sung

 concerns to the classics, and he did oœasicxially take liberties with the texts.

 But the Ch'ing view overlooks the attenticxi Chu gave to their philological

 reconstruction. His philological cxxnnents in the Ta~hsu^i chancr-chu are brief, but

 he follcws without cannent nucii of the earlier vrork riot only of Ch'eng I but also

 of Cheng Hsuan and K'urig Ying-ta. More irrportantly, Gardner argues that Chu's

 ical system was not something entirely distinct frcro and alien to the

 it was developed in part thrco^i dialectical reflection ot the classics.

 Gardner ri^itly claims that the Sung Oxifucians "felt a reverence for the

 canon and drew in^iraticai fran it" (p. 3) • Elsewhere Gardner has said that both

 Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi saw the cancxi as "alnost revelatory scripture, " and had "a

 religious oarniitment to the Confucian texts" (HJAS 44.1:63). The notion of

 revelation in this cxxitesct is a fascinating tcpic, vdiich vrould certainly have been
 appropriate to discuss at greater length in a book concerned with a "canonical"
 text. What does "cancxi" mean in referene to Chinese traditons? I would like to

 have seen a more extended discussicxi of the œnnecticffi between Chu's

 reinterpretaticxi of the Ta-hsueh and his "reconstitution" of the Confucian
 tradition. Gardner's cwn reflecticxi on "Neo-Ocxifucian reflection c»i the Confucian

 canai" is good as far is goes, but fnjstratingly brief.

 In chapter 4, "Chu Hsi's Reading of the Ta-hsueh." GartJner argues that Chu's

 "persaial, religicws approach to the Ta-hsu^i." i.e. his forty-plus years of
 reflection and writing on it, led him to three interpretive innovations: (1) he

 understood the text as a guide to self-cultivation for all men, not just the ruler;

 (2) he interpreted mincr-te ("inborn luminous Virtue") as the ontological basis of

 self-cultivation ； and (3) he interpreted ko-wu as the primary method of
 sel f-cultivati<»i.

 In treating the Ta-hsueh as a guide to be used by all men (or, more precisely,
 all literati) for self-cultivaticxi and the ordering of society, Chu d^arted fran

 the views that had prevailed until the Sung. Cheng Hsuan arid K'ung Ying-ta had
 seen the Ta-hsu^i as a political handbook for the use of the ruler. Chu's view is

 expressed in his interpretaticai of the term ta-hsu^i. "learning for adults" fta-ien
 chlh hsueh). i.e. the program of learning that Chu believed was followed in the

 scliools of antiquity. As he says in his Preface:

 Chu's remarkably democratic (and unlikely) view of education in antiquity was

 based cai the premise that all human beings are enable of perfecting themselves.

 This led to Chu's second interpretive innovation, vitiidi was to read the first line

 of the classic, and particularly the phrase miner mim-te. in sudi a way as to
 view of human nature and his understanding of the means and aim of

 ation. This is a crucial element in Chu's work chi the Ta-hsueh. and

 siçport his，
 self-cultivat
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 Gardner ri^itly devotes ccxisiderable attenticai to it. It is probably the most

 flagrant exanple of Chu's projection onto the text of assunpticxis that surely go

 far beycxid those of its author. It also raises methodological questicxis conoerning
 the kind of translatic*i Gardner has chosen to do.

 Ihe received interpretaticxi of the first line of the Ta- hsueh (in the

 Wu-chim chena-i) was, in Gardner's translatiez, "The way of great leamiiig lies

 in manifesting luminous Virtue" (pp. 51-52) • A bit further cx\ there is the
 sentence, "The ancients vAio wished to manifest luminous Virtue to all under Ifeaven

 vrculd first • • • •" The phrase mina mina-te in the former is clearly equivalent
 to mina mina-te vvi t/ien-hsia in the latter. Thus to mim the miiw-te is to do

 scroething to or in reference to all under Heaven, 'lb manifest luminous Virtue" is

 an eminently reasonable interpretaticxi, the idea being that the Ta-hsueh teaches

 c»ie hew to act as a moral exemplar, in traditicml Ocxifucian fashicxi. But Chu Hsi

 had two objectifs to this interpretaticxi, according to Gardner, viiicii led him to

 read the line differently. First, since cxily a ruler would be in a positicai to

 manifest his virtue to "all under Heaven, " it vrould be difficult for this

 to be cçplied by anycxie but the ruler. Qiu Hsi, therefore, says in the

 chancr-chu. "Mim mina-te vu tfierHisia means to enable all men throu^KXit the

 enpire "to miner their mim-te" (p. 91, n. 61). Ihis is a tortured way of reading

 the sentence, but there it is.

 Chu's second emendation of this line, according to Gardner, is reflected in

 the translation of the verb mina as "to keep unobscured. " Gardner's argument (p.

 89, n. 53) for this rather circuitous translaticai is unconvincing, althcugh it does
 is frcm <

 lumincws

 vAiich in turns reflects a difficult and crucial area in Qiu's mete^hysics and

 anthropology. Is ming-te an aspect of miixi fhsin) or is it nature (hsing)? If the
 former, it will be clouded or obscured by the material endewment fch'i-chlh), and

 we could translate the verb mina sinply as "to clarify" or "to make bri«^it." If

 the latter, it is an already perfectly clear manifestation of the principle of

 Heaven (t/ien-li), and "clarifying" it would be meaningless.

 According to Gaixîner, Chu considers inim-te as "the originally virtxxxis mind

 and nature," i.e. "an entity that includes both the mind and the nature" (p. 52).

 But Gardner deals with the term as if it were associated only with the nature:

 "Ihe miro-te. received by all, never loses its bri^itness or luminosity? rather,

 that bri^itness sinply beexxnes obscured by human desire and dVi. Thus, cm does
 not strive to keep the Virtue bright, but to keep it unctecured" (p. 89, n.53? his
 eaiçhasis) • If mim-te refers in part to the mind, then it does need to be
 clarified, for mind is a functioning organ ccnposed of ch'i. Only its principle,
 viiich is human nature (hsing), is inherently "bri^it." Gardner seems not to take
 the material endowment of mind sufficiartly into aexxxont here. There is more of an

 active sense in Chu's ornent of self-caltivatiai than Gardner iitplies by such
 statements as "each individual had to seek to maintain or to regain cx*itact with

 his originally good mind and nature" (p. 52). One also had to "transforro the
 material endowment" foien-hua ch^i-chih), v^iich is to clarify the material stuff of

 which mind is exxrposed. (Aocording to Chang Tsai and Chu Hsi, one cculd acocnplish

 reflect a real prcblem in Qiu's thoui^it. Ibe prcblem stems frcm a certain

 ambiguity in Chu's understanding of the tern mina-te ("inborn lumincws Virtue"),
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 this by means of learning.)

 What Gardner means by "keying the inborn luminous Virtue unobscured," then,

 is clarifying the material endcwment so that the inherently pure nature can

 manifest itself. If the tern mincr-te overl^s these categories, then clarifying it

 inplies no oontradicticai, even thcu^it it is originally clear and bri^it. The

 impure aspect is clarified so that the pure aqpect can manifest itself.

 Furthermore, Chu's discussions of miner mincr-te (in the Ta-hsueh huo-wen and Chu-tzu

 yu-lei) ocaisistently treat the verb mina as a sinple active verb. If he had meant

 sanething like "to ke^) unobscured" there vrould have been ways to express this in

 classical Qiinese. For exsaaple, c«ie mi^it expect to see sanev^iere In these

 discussicxis the word tsun "to preserve," one of the standard Confucian formulas for

 self-cultivaticxi (derived frcni Mencius), vAiicii would have perfectly expressed the

 meaning Gardner iirputes to Chu Hsi. But one finds neither this nor any syntactical

 justificatic*i for reading miner as "to )œep unobscured." "To clarify," on the other

 hand, makes better sense of sane of Chu's cwn statements. For exanple, in his

 Cham-chu caimentary he says, in Gardner's translation, "Therefore the student

 shculd look to the li^it that emanates frcm it and seek to it uncbscured,

 therd3y restoring its original cxxTditian" (p. 52) • The Chinese for "the li^it that

 emanates from it" is siirply ch^i suo-fa. "vAiat emanates frcm it," and "to ke^i it

 unobscured" is sinply miner chih. "to minq it." Here we are dealing not with a text

 that Chu is reinterpreting, but his own words. To say siitply that one should miner
 sctnething surely iirplies that it is not entirely miner to begin with. Hius there is

 no need to add "the light," viiich does not eçpear in the Chinese, and should

 therefore be in brackets anyway.

 This leads to the methodological question. I enthusiastically siçport the

 idea of providing a translaticai of a classical text as interpreted fcy a later
 figure. But we must distinguish between txanslaticxi and exegesis. Where to draw

 the line can be a carplex and difficult question. Gardner sometimes incorporates

 so uuch of Chu Hsi's exegesis into his translaticai that the reader can get a sense

 of CJiu's active ^propriatic»i of the text only by reading the footnotes or by

 checking the Chinese original. For example, in the first cliapter of Tseng Tzu's
 exuroentary, Gardner translates mim-mim, literally "luminous mandate, “ as

 "luminous Virtue, " because in his cxitroentary Chu says "T'ien chih miner-miner then is

 what heaven confers upon me as ny inborn Virtue" (p. 95, n. 74). Another exanple

 is ko-wu. usually translated "investigating things," viiich Gardner translates as
 "fully apprehending the principles in things" (p. 92) • This is Chu's explanation
 of the term; it is not an aoc^itable translation. The soluticsi, in ny opinion,
 vrculd have been to attenpt a more literal translatif in sucii cases, and to

 translate the Chanq-chu cxmrentary as it spears in the original, alcxig with the

 text of the Ta-hsueh (setting off and indenting the caimentary, and perhaps

 emitting the philological cxmments that vrould have little meaning in English) •
 ïhis wculd have displayed the process of Chu's reinterpretation as well as the
 result.

 Another of Chu's interpretive innovaticxTS was to take ko-wu as the key element
 in the method of self-cultivation. It was at this point in Tseng Tzu's cxximentary
 that Cha added his inportant siçpleneritary diapter outlining his cono^>tion of a
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